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Editors′ Introduction:

GUIDELINES FOR CONTR量BUTORS TO

RESEARCH IN THE TEACHENG OF ENGLJSH

As many have observed, reSearCh in education and related fields has

entered an era of paradigm proliferation. Although the various para-

digms are often grounded in conflicting perspectives′ We believe that the

differences need not result in the paradigm wars that characterize much

debate about the conduct and reporting of research. Rather, We think that

the field is well served by accepting an e皿cal imperative articulated by

P軸osopher Richard Bemstein′ Who says that we should ′′assume the

responsibility to listen carefully, tO uSe Our linguistic′ emOtional′ and cog-

nitive imagination to grasp what is being said in ’alien’traditions’’(cited

in Dormoyer, 1996, P・ 20).嶋king Bemstein’s words to heart, We feel it is

mportant to judge manuscripts according to the customs and the tradi-

tions they invoke・ In that sense, We need to be w皿ng to project our-

Selves into other people′s communities in order to find out how they

Stmcture their social lives′ Particularly the ways in which they inquire

into and talk about teaching and leaming.

Motivated by Bernstein′s challenge to see research perspectives from

the inside out′ We have made a commitment to making RTE a forum that

PreSentS reSearCh conducted from the field′s diverse sites′ methodoIogies′

and ontological orientations・ Our effort to honor a pluralistic approach

to research′ howeveI∵ COmeS With a catch. While we see RTE as being

inclusive in terms of the types of manuscripts appropriate for publica-

tion′ We also face the fact that the volume of submitted manuscripts

greatly exceeds the number that we can publish・ Historically, RTE has

been able to publish only lO-20% of submitted manuscripts. Our paradox

isthis: How can we be both inclusive and exclusive at the same time? On

What basis do we judge manuscripts that merit publication in RTE? How

do we both invite a diverse set of contributors and then not publish the

great majority of articles that are submitted?
We wish to address these challenges on two fronts. First we will

explain our approach to the review process. We then explicate those

qualities that we see as essential in articles that we publish′ regardless of

the type of research conducted or the manner of presentation chosen.

Review Pro`eSS

One way we seek to honor diversity in research approaches is to

§end manuscripts to diverse sets of reviewers. We try to send every man-
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uSCript to reviewers who share the researcher′s concems, at least one of

Whom is knowledgeable in the research paradigm the manuscript enacts"

HoweveI} because RTE′s audience is diverse′ it is important for us to

assess how a manuscript might be read by readers who do not share the

manuscript’s perspective. Therefore′ We try to in。ude one informed

Skeptic in each set of reviewers. If there are conflicting judgments, We Will

Pay SPeCial attention to those reviews that attend to Bernstein′s appeal to

adopt an insider′s view of unfamiliar customs.

The external reviews are critical factors in our decision to publish or

not publish a manuscript. Each manuscript goes out to three established

reviewers and one graduate student reviewer Our cohort of established

reViewers originated with reviewers who have worked with previous

RTE editors直this cohort we have added researchers from schooIs, uni-

VerSities′ and other institutions whose expertise we value in revleWlng

articles. Our graduate s山dent reviewers have been assembled from both

Self-nOminations and recommendations of university advisors. (See the

annOunCements in this issue calling for both s山dent and teacher review-

erS厚Viewers can also nominate themselves at the RT号Wbrld Wide Web

Site′ also announced in this issue.) In each issue of耽we wi11 publish

the names of extemal reviewers who have recently considered manu-

SCripts′ aS Well as the RTE editorial board members. These reviewers

Should represent the variety of research approaches that are reflected in

the manuscripts that are submitted for review

Genera重Characteristics of Publishable Manuscripts

RTE requires all contributors′ regardless of the genre selected, tO fol-

low the guidelines of the Publication %nual qf fhe American Ps3/Chol(擁al

Assocdrion′ Fourth Edition published by the American PsychologicaI

Association′ Washington′ DC 20036. All articles should follow the ARA

COnVentions for citations′ Subheadings′ PunCtuation, tables, and other

manuscript features. conventional research reports should also follow

the four part structure described in the Am manual. Authors of studies
that include a detailed ‘′Context of the Investigation′′ should place this

珊h section between the introductory section and the Method section of

the manuscript. Research reports in other genres and review arti。es

Should adopt the conventions of the ARA manual for manuscript features

and citations but need not use the four part structure.

The relationship of paradigm to manuscript form is, We feel, Critical.

We anticipate that much of the research that we receive will be amenable

to the conventional ARA stnlCture; that is′ reSearChers will develop

research questions and ground them in relevan=heory and research,

即jto「s’In書roIIuclion
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explain the methods through which they have conducted their l中ry,

report the results of the researCh′ and then engage ln a discussion about

the import Of the study Research that does follow these conventions-

that is, that is predicated on the systematic collection and analysis of

data-Ought to remain faithful to the ARA guidelines (with the possible

addition of a ‘′Context of the Investigation′′ section)・ Researchers who

ground thelr lnquiries in other traditlOnS Should make some effort to

account for their apprOaCh and the relationship between their method of

inquiry and their method of presentation.

Research reports are Often criticized by the uninitiated for being undu-

1y rellant On )argOn and technical language′ rendering them unreadable to

all but other insiders. We do see a rOle for jargon and technical language

in researCh because they allow for researChers to conVey COnCePtual net-

works with an econOmy Of language.佃magine it would be very diffi-

cult for many reSearCh reports tO be written without the shorthand avail-

able through jargon・泡We also wish to discourage eXCeSSive or gratu-

itous useS Of jargon that are indeed exclusive V¥ie encourage authors to

write with the goals of clarity, elegance′ and grace so that their researCh

may be read with interest and understanding′ and perhaps pleasure aS

well.

Next we PrOVide guidelines for authors who write within the various

genres we wl11 consider for publication in RTE. These include
conzJenfiona悔eaγCh Reports′ ReseaγCh RepoγtS jn Otheγ GenγeS′ and Re砂

Aγticies.

Research reports traditionally include four sections′ eaCh addressing

different asPeCtS Of the report. The four sections are the Prob工em

statement/TheoγeficaさOひeγ痢Metわod′ Res桝its′ and Discussion・ In addi-

tion to these traditional sections′ We Will include an acCOunt Of how to

provide a Contex坤he Jnoestigation section.

pγ0肋StatementITheoγeticaZ oueγめ・ In the opening seCtion′ the

author states the researCh problem and its importanCe tO the field′ Often

explicltly outlinlng the researCh questions investigated through the

research. rfo articulate the context Of the inquiry and to establish the pur-

pose for the study the author sltuateS the researCh problem in relevant
theory and research.

In reading the opening section of the researCh report′ reViewers tyPl-

cally consider the following queStions:
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1豊艶詩聖翫霊蒜諾豊
Does the author clearly state the research questions?

2. Does the author situate the research probIem in a relevant and com-

PeIIing theoreticaI franework? Is the framework itself sufficlently

eStabIished through rigorous lnquiry? Is that framework articuIaト

ed through the establlShment of an appropriate (usualIy current)

Citation base? Is the framework substantive′ emPirlCaIIy-grOunded,

and faithful to the conceptions of the theoretICal antecedents refer

enced?3豊岩塩豊嵩葦豊C詳
PubIICation of the resuIts of that lnquiry? Does the author 。earIy

explain what this research wilI contribute to the existing body of

knowIedge in the field?

Contert卵y In鴫tzon・ Researchers often argue that the resuIts 。f

their studies are unlque to the context of the investigation and therefore

Seek to exp]ain the particuIar characteristlCS Of the research site. In such

CaSeS they provide a section about the context of the lnVeStigation in

Wh加hey describe (1) the institutIOn (school′ WOrkpIace′ etC.) and its

Values′ Structure′ PrOCeSSeS′ history申rsonalities′ etC.; and (2) the key

In readlng the contex坤短asfzgatzon section′ reViewers typically

COnSider the following questions:

1. Does the author ident担reIevant factors in the environment that

might affect the resuIts of the study?

2. Are these factors explained in su範cienL yet not excessive, detaiI?

3 Does the author link the information in this section to other parts of

the artlCIe? In particufandoes the author make it clear how the con-

teXtunl lnformation helps to answer the research questions?

脇od・ In the next sect10n of the artlCIe′ authors typical]y explain the

nature Of the data that have been collected′ the ways in which they have

been coIIected′ and the ways in wheh they wi11 be ana]yzed.

In reading the胸od section′ reViewers typical]y consider the folIow_

mg questions:

1塁詩誌霊宝豊誌豊詰霊
COunted for as appropriate for answering the research questions

identified ln the opening section? Is the methodology sufficiently

i皿strated ln order to clarify the researcher′s approach to conducト

ing the inquiry?

2. Does the author account for the sample si

PrObIems? Does the author account for c
ticipants (race′ gender膏thnicity schooI sl

theoretical framework of the inquiry?

3. Does the author give a convincing accour

the methods of data collection and analy

es of the research questions investigate`

author provide a theoretical rationale for

gy of this research that is consistent wit

ProVided in the opening section of the ar

Results・ In the next section of the article, t】

CuSSeS the results of the data collection.

In reading the Results′ reViewers typica11y cc

1・ Are the data reported through an approI

numbers′ WOrds) in order to elucidate th(

the questions under stndy? Is the pres《

(e.g.′ tables通gures′ tranSCripts) an appro」

readers to see and understand the import

2. Does the author thoughtfully analyze the

and rigorous methods? Does the author (

the data that provide a different perspe(

author fully account for all cases within tI

er the significance of anomalous or discon

Discussioタで・ In the final section of the report,

implications of the research.

In reading the Discz‘SSion′ reviewers typical]

questions:

1. In arguing from the results, does the auth

tions of what the data allow? Is the final a

quence of the empirical evidence available
2. Does the author ground the discussion in t]

that motivated the research as outlined in t

article? Does the author sufficiently exten(

er the original inotivating theory? Tb wha

COnSider the theoretical significance of tl

3. Does the author provide a cor血ibution or

field′s understanding of some aspect of teal

aspect of literate action?

4. On the whole′ does the author argue from a

Principles that are theoretically related? Doe
argument with clarity?
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2. Does the author account for the sample size in terms Of the research

problems? Does the author account for other traits of research par-
ticipants (race′ gender, ethnicity schooI success′ etC.) in terms Of the

theoretical framework of the inquiry?

3. Does the author give a conVincing account Of the appropriateness of

the methods of data collection and analysis for the specific purpoS-

es of the research questions investigated in the article? Does the

author provide a theoretical rationale for the particular methodoIo-

gy of this research that is consistent with the theoretical overview

provided in the opening section of the article?

Resuits. In the next section of the article′ the author reports and dis-

cusses the results of the daLta COllection.

In reading the Results′ reViewers tyPica11y consider the fo11owing ques-

1. Are the data reported through an approPriate set Of syinboIs (e.g.′

numbers, WOrds) in order to elucidate their significance in terms Of

the questions under study? Is the presentation of these symboIs

(e.g.′ tables′ figures′ tranSCripts) an approPriate vehicle for enabling

readers to see and understand the import of the data?

2. Does the author thoughtfully analyze the data through appropriate

and rigorous methods? Does the author consider interpretations of

the data that provide a different perspeCtive on them? Does the

author funy account for all cases within the sample so as to cOnSid-

er the significance of anomalous or disconfirming data?

Discussion. In the final section of the report′ the author considers the

inplications of the research.

In reading the Disc扇on′ reViewers tyPically consider the following

parts of

the con-

d analy-

fficiently

conduct-

1. In arguing from the results′ does the author stay within the limita-

tions of what the data allow? Is the final argument Clearly a conse-

quence of the empirical evidence available from the research?

2. Does the author ground the discussion in the theoretical framework

that motivated the reseaLrCh as outlined in the opening section of the

article? Does the author sufficiently extend′ reflect on′ Or reCOnSid-

er the original motivating theory? Tb what extent does the author

consider the theoreticaLI significance of the investigation and its

3. Does the author provide a contribution or insight that extends the

field′s understanding of some aspect Of teaching′ learning′ Or Other

aspect of literate action?

4. On the whole, does the author argue from a sound′ COnSistent set Of

principles that are theoretically related? Does the author present this
argument with clarity?



Research Reports in Other Genres

The APA-Style research report has clearly been the dominant mode of

Publication for empirical investigations in the history of educational
research. Recent cha11enges′ however, have questioned the APA struc一

山re’s exclusive status in research joumals. Bazerman (1988) has identi-

fied the behaviorist underpinnings of the Am publication manual, an
epistemoIogy that is not shared by a number of modem researchers.

Researchers who ground their work in other epistemologies have made a

PerSuaSive case that different theoretical frameworks ca11 for other modes

Of presentation. Our commitment to emphasizing the theoretical rela-

tionship between epistemoIogy and methodology opens us up to uncon-

Ventional ways of reporting research.

VIねare very concemed that all articles submitted to RTE be evaluated

On their own terms声hat is, We believe that the APA conventions should

not govem the review of articles that are written from a different per-

SPeCtive and in a different mode′ eVen if these conventions do provide the

rules for certain forma皿es such as citation style′ Subhead appearance,

and other fea山res. Yet in inviting a plurality of perspectives and modes,

We risk editing a JOumal with no core values, Orientation, Or direction.

We therefore wish to establish broad principles that govem the review of

data-driven articles that are not written according to ARA specifications.

Some of these principles are consistent with those elaborated in the sec-

tion on conventional research reports. Others are particular to research

reports written in other genres・

In reading research that is not reported in the Am style′ reViewers typ-

ically consider the following questions:

1. Is the problem under study a worthy topic of investigation? Does

the author focus the problem so that it is amenable to investigation?

Does the author convey in some way the purpose of the inquiry?

2. Does the author situate the research problem in a relevant and com-

Pelling theoretical framework? Is that framework conveyed in some

Way in the course of the presentation?

3. Does the author draw on a well-defined set of data for the basis of

the research? Are the performances of all participants (including,

When relevant′ the researcher) accounted for in the presentation of

the research? Does the author consider the significance of anom-

alous and disconfirming cases?

4. Are the interpretations, final re組ections, COnClusions, and other

efforts to make sense of the data warranted by the evidence collect-

ed during the inquiry? In these final considerations does the author

re山m to the inquiry′s motivating theories to make sense of the

data?

5. Does the genre of presentation emerge from the theoretical frame-

WOrk that motivates the research? Is this relationship clear? Does

this genre prOVide a compe皿g Ⅱ

research? Does the article live up

that a narrative is rive血g

does the author sacrifice
promise other aspects Of rigorouS臆臆_二でこ_^

riveting,

achieve this effect?
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this genre PrOVide a compelling medium for the presentation of the

research? Does the article live up tO the standards it suggestS-for

instance, that a narrative is riveting? Do these special criteria com-

promise other aspectS Of rigorous reSearCh-that is′ if a narrative is

riveting′ does the author sacrifice clear accountS Of data in order to

achieve this effect?

we have identified three types Of articles that fall in the category Of

1. ReseaγCねγe血s′ in which the author provides an overview of

research relevant to current queStions′ issues′ Or tOPics with the

intention of clarifying the topic′s significance or PrOViding a neW

perspective on it.

2. Concept坊a廟mentS′ in which the author draws on prior researCh

to develop theory The research base is not comPrehensive as in a

research review. Rathel the author draws on a Smaller corpus Of

research, rePOrtS it in greater detail′ and uses it to make a theoreti-

cal argument about a topic in the field.

3. Me士hodo擁Z γe擁us′ in which the author analyzes researCh

methodology with the goal of reaching a neW understanding of the

theoretical relevance of specific tooIs and traditions in literacy

In reading review arti。es′ reViewers tyPically consider the following

questions :

l.

2.

3.

4.

Is the purpose Of the review clear?

Is the topic significant and relevant to the field′ and does it provide

any new perspective or insights on the problem under stndy?

Does the review use a Citation base that itself meets high standards

for scholarship?

Does the research cited provide sufficient grounds for supporting

the argument forwarded?

5. Does the article faLirly represent all positions reviewed?

6. Will the article provide grounds for other researchers to understand

and advance the field with greater insight?

7. Does the author use the review in order to extend the field of stndy

under consideration?

Introduction to the Current Issue

The winds of fo血ne have provided us in this issue a diverse set Of

arti。es that illustrate the points we Wish to make about the range of arti-
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Cles we hope to publish. One concern we have is that our attention to diver-

Sity wi11 make it appear that we are trying to establish a new orthodoxy that

Will exclude traditional research reports. we wish to emphasize that our

goal in explicating our review procedures is to provide researchers from

diverse sites and approaches with an understanding that we will try to

review each manuscript on its own terms′ all the while trying to preserve

the core values that have guided RTE throughout its thirty-Plus years of

Publica tion.

In this issue we publish four very different research articles. TWo of the

manuSCripts (those by Cheri VAlliams and Mari M. McLean′ and by

Thomas Hawes and Sarah Thomas) were accepted for publication under

Sandra Stotsky′s editorship. Although very different in topic, data source,

and research methodoIogy these two arti。es represent the sort of rigorous

aPPrOaCh to conducting conventional ARA-Style reports that we hope to

COntinue to publish in R肥The arti。es by Susan Callahan and Thmothy J

Lensmire illustrate alternative ways of talking about research. Ca11ahan′s

Stndy of the state-mandated portfolio assessment in Ke血cky could have

followed a conventional APA-Style report′ and indeed her original draft fol-

lowed a hybrid format′ COmbining the APA structure with a narrative pre-

Sentation. At the urging of one of her reviewers, however, She decided to

embrace more wholeheartedly a narrative presentation for the published

VerSion of her research・ Using a story format allowed her to provide a com-

Pelling account of one department′s efforts to implement the portfolio

aSSeSSment′ eVen if this genre did present some structural problems, SuCh

as where and how to account for her research methodoIogy we offer her

article as one effort to render a research report through a narrative and

enCOurage readers to adopt a critical′ aS Well as open′ StanCe in reading it.

Lensmire′s article stretches our conception of research yet furthe東The

initial response from reviewers was quite mixed. One reviewer whose

OPmlOn We regard highly suggested that we r垂Ct it becaus。 th。 。rti.l。

does not ‘‘report′ reVievy or discuss′′ any research. But the other three

reviewers supported its publication. They felt that the article makes insight-

ful points about writing workshops and that it lives up to the standards it

SuggeStS. We discussed this article quite a bit and decided to publish it,

even though we shared some of the reservations of the dissenting review-

er We decided that we would ask Lensmire to explain why this arti。e

Should be considered as research′ and he provided the following reply:

Ybu and Peter asked me to discuss briefly how the work embodied in my

arti。e is research. In making this request′ yOu nOted that, in the context of

RTE’s past′ ′′research′′ has for the most part referred to empirical work, and

that the publication of my article represented a depa血Je from this practice.

I think of my work as research in at least two related ways. First, for me,

it is a fom of teacher research. As Cochran-Smith and lytle (1990) note, ′′The

unique feature of questions that pro

emanate solely neither from theory no】

reflection on the intersection of the twc

When I was doing the teaching, r'

脇en chiZdγen Write, I began to questi

Shops imagined and characterized t
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unique feature of questions that prompt teacher research is that they

emanate solely neither from theory nor from practice, but from the critical

reflection on the intersection of the two’’(p. 6).

When I was doing the teaching, reSearCh, and writing for my book,

When childγen肋・ite, I began to question how advocates of writing work-

Shops imagined and characterized the teacher and teaching in their

research reports and how-tO books. This questioning of popular images of

the writing teacher was driven, in large part, by my own experiences teach-

ing children. That is, Certain questions arose out of the interaction of my

experiences as a workshop teacher with workshop materials and books

meant to support and guide my thinking and teaching.

Because I ultimately decided to emphasize children’s experiences of the

Writing workshop in W砺en Children W′ite, I focused relatively little atten-

tion on questions of how workshop advocates imagined teachers and

teaching. I bring sustained attention to such questions in the current arti-

cle.

It is true that the article is not grounded, Primarily, in my own teaching

experiences-instead, I draw on the writing of workshop advocates, edu-

Cational and literary theorists, reSearChers of teaching and leaming in class-

rooms, and others (Kurt ¥bnnegut for god’s sake). But these materials are

SummOned in order to make sense of teaching in writing classrooms. I

批nk the article can be considered part of a broader teacher research effort

to better understand teaching and its complexities.

Second, my WOrk can be considered philosophical research. I hesitate to

invoke ′′philosophy’’because I was not trained as a philosopher or philoso-

Pher of education. But if we assume Dewey’s notion of philosophy as a

form of cultural criticism-aS an attemPt tO bring critical imagination and

intelligence to bear on beliefs and customs and policies-then my work is,

in this sense, Philosophical. Dewey did not assume that philosophy and

Philosophers had some sort of special access to grand, ahistorical, univer-

Sal truths and goods. But the criticism he called for did invoIve bringing

reflection to our judgments of what we think good and bad, and evaluating

beliefs and practices against what we think desirable.

Above, I said that a goal of my work was to makes sense of teaching in

Writing classrooms" Given my reference to Dewey and the sort of philoso-

Phy he advocated, I should add that this ′′making sense’’invoIves not only

Seeking clarity, but also wrestling with what we think is more and less

desirable, What we think better and worse. In other words, if we try to live

up to Dewey’s sense of philosophical work, then we will necessarily be con-

Cemed with what is good and bad in our thinking and writing about, and

Our enaCtmentS Of, teaChing in the writing classroom.

My characterizations of my work as philosophical research and as

teacher research are certainly not in opposition. Dewey sought to link the-

Ory and practice in the Laboratory School of the University of Chicago.

More recently Berthoff (1987) wrote of approaching the classroom as a
’′philosophical laboratory,’’as a site in which theory might be brough=o

bear on practice even as practice corrects theory My current research is not

always tied tightly to my own practice, but it shares this orientation"
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Does Lensmire′s article count as ′′research′′? Lensmire and three very

SuPPOrtive reviewers have persuaded us that it does (even if at times we

haven′t been entirely sure). Winvite you to read his argument not only for

his points about writing workshops′ but for the questions his article raises

about what to expect of a research ar咄e.

We would Iike to hear your response川Ie have developed a Reade(S′

干orum at the補World VVIde Wch site at http://members.aol.com/

珊ngl/rtehome.htm. we encourage any reader to post a response to any

article we publish. We are especiaIly interested in hearing commentary on

this introduction and the four articles we publish in this issue of RE. If

yOu do not have access to the VIbrld Wide Web but wish to post a response
anyWay type your thoughts (using a large font and dark print) and send

them to RTE, CoIlege of Education′ Department of Instructional Leadership

and Acadenut curriculum′ University of OklallOma′ 820 VAn Vleet ovaI,

Norman′ OK 73019-0260 and we will post it for you.

We apologize for the length of this introduction′ but hope that by

addressing these issues in detail we will provide readers and contributors

With an understanding of our thinking as we receive and consider articles

Submitted for publication. RE has historicauy been among the ]eaders in

Setting the direction for literacy research. We hope that through such fea-

tureS aS Our Readers′ Forum we can engage the profession in a discussion

Of what those directions ought to be and what vehicles we should use to

get there.
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